grade levels: 4-6

Teacher Self-Guide:

Stories

Use this self-guide to learn more about the
role of stories in American Indian cultures!

Note to Tour Leaders:
Larger groups are encouraged to start in different
galleries to minimize waiting time and avoid congestion.

Read Aloud

Everyone has stories that are special or meaningful
to them. Just as people tell stories in different ways,
they also have many reasons to tell stories. Stories
can link people to the past—histories, ancestors, and
traditions. Origin stories can tell how animals, plants,
humans, and places came to be. Stories educate youth
about important cultural knowledge and traditional
values and can explain the world. In Native communities, stories and storytellers are essential because they
communicate tribes’ histories, relate the past, and
continue traditions. Languages can also be preserved
through stories. This self-guide will help you learn
more about some of the ways that stories are told
throughout different American Indian communities,
as well as why the stories themselves are important!

Warm Up

Cool Down

To get started, when you enter each exhibit space, have the students
locate the object pictured in the guide. Ask them to look for maps to
find out where in the Western Hemisphere that community is located.

When you’re done using this self-guide, try to find more examples of
the importance of stories to Native peoples in the Western Hemisphere.

Stories Teach Lessons
Window on Collections

Animals

In many Native cultures, the relationships between people
and animals are very strong. Animals are even important in
the ways in which people see themselves. Animals play a role
in origin stories, represent clan relationships, and strengthen
ideas and beliefs, such as what makes good behavior or how to
avoid troublesome situations. Sometimes, stories about animals
help to make sense of the world around us.

Locate
the image of the lynx (cat) fetish on one of

the computer kiosks and touch the video icon to hear
more about animals and stories.
Easy: Look closely at all the animals in the cases. How are they arranged?
Think about the environments the animals live in.
Harder: Talk about the physical and behavioral traits of some of the
animals in the cases. How do those attributes communicate lessons that
might be taught through a story?
Think: Why do you think so many kinds of animals are represented here?
How is the place where an animal comes from central to stories that might
be told about it?

Level 4
Elevators

Animals

Window on Collections is located to your left as
you exit the elevator on the fourth level.

Stories Teach Lessons
Our Universes Gallery

Anishinaabe (ah • nish • na • bay), Canada
There are seven important teachings that
Anishinaabe people try to remember in their
daily lives. These teachings have been passed
down for generations through storytelling. These
teachings are listed along the walls of the exhibit.

Watch
the animated video “Little Boy and the

Seven Grandfathers.”
Easy: Why did the little boy start his journey?
Harder: How did the boy help his people?
Think: Why do the Anishinaabe continue to tell this story?
Read the seven teachings along the walls and explain how
one of them might apply to your life today.

Anishinaabe

Level 4

Kiowa
Elevators

Wixarika

Look for the Our Universes and Our Peoples banners
in the central hallway to find these galleries.

Stories Link Us to the Past
Our Peoples Gallery

Wixarika (we • ra • ree • ka), Mexico

Wixarika people use yarn paintings to tell their
important stories. They believe “Our Mother
Cornfield,” or Tatei Niwetsika, is responsible for
all life. To honor her, people make prayers and
offerings of corn for rain and good harvests.

Read
“The Rain Comes” story to the group

(on the right wall as you enter).
Easy: Find “Mother Cornfield” in the top yarn painting.
How do you know it is her? What else do you see?
Harder: What elements of nature described in the story
and paintings are necessary for corn to grow?
Think: Why do you think rain and corn are important in
Wixarika stories and art? Find the basket filled with corn
cobs to see the different types of corn Wixarika people
grow. What other types of food are there?

Our Peoples Gallery

Kiowa (ky • oh • wah), Oklahoma
O-ho-mah is a war dance that Kiowa people do
once a year to honor and celebrate warriors and
veterans. The bustle is an essential part of the
dance outfit and was given to the Kiowa by the
Cheyenne as a part of the O-ho-mah.

Watch
the videos and read the exhibit

text for more information.
Easy: What is the Kiowa Black Leggings Society?
Harder: Why are the O-ho-mah and Black Leggings Society
important to Kiowa veterans?
Think: One Kiowa person said to “follow the bustle, not the
leader.” What does this mean? How does the O-ho-mah
dance tell a story?

Stories Have Contemporary Meaning
Our Lives Gallery

Campo Band of Kumeyaay (coo • me • eye), California
Bird songs are an important part of
Kumeyaay culture that bring people together.
The bird songs tell stories about Kumeyaay
ancestors and creation.

Watch
the video on the television screen to learn

more about bird songs and Kumeyaay culture.
Easy: Why are the Kumeyaay songs called “bird” songs?
Harder: How do young Kumeyaay people play a role in
c ontinuing the tradition of bird songs?
Think: Why is it especially important for the Kumeyaay
people to sing the Bird Songs in their Native language?

Our Lives Gallery

Kahnawake (gah • na • wa • geh), Canada

The Mohawk people of Kahnawake have a
long tradition of working as ironworkers.
Kahnawake youth grow up hearing stories
about relatives who were ironworkers.

Walk
underneath the red iron girders

and watch the video about ironworking.
Listen to stories about how people from
Kahnawake became ironworkers and
how it has affected their community.
Easy: What are some of the positive and negative
aspects of ironworking for people from Kahnawake?
Harder: Why would stories about ironworkers influence young people from Kahnawake?
Think: The events of September 11, 2001, are
familiar to most Americans. How have those events
become a part of the story of Mohawk ironworkers?
What makes current events an important part of
storytelling?

Listen to a Storyteller
Window on Collections

Dolls

Find the storyteller dolls in the case.
Look closely at the dolls and think about
why they are called “storyteller” dolls.

Locate
the image of the storyteller doll

on the computer kiosk and touch the
video icon to learn more.
Easy: What about the storyteller doll makes it different
from the other dolls in the case?
Harder: Find another doll that you think might be used to
tell stories. Explain how and why. A good example is the
“no-face” cornhusk dolls. (Use the kiosk for more information.)
Think: How are dolls a useful object in storytelling?
How do these dolls reflect Native American cultures?

Level 3

Kahnawake

Campo Band of Kumeyaay

Elevators

Dolls

Window on Collections is located at the top of the stairs
leading up to the third level. Look for the Our Lives
banner in the central hallway to find this gallery.

Looking for more things to do?
Here are three other fun places to stop
while you’re visiting the museum:
Outdoor Habitats
Visit the grounds surrounding the museum, which contain
four distinct habitat areas—cropland, meadow, hardwood
forest, and wetlands. In honor of the local Native peoples
and the history of this land, all of the plants, trees, and
shrubs around the museum are native to the Chesapeake
region. Stop by the Welcome Desk for an informational sheet.
Lelawi Theater (Fourth Level)
Shown in a circular theater, Who We Are is a film about
contemporary American Indian life. Surrounded by objects
from the collection, viewers see images overhead in a
40-foot dome, while below, a cast rock becomes a rushing
creek or a storyteller’s fire. (13 minutes)
Allies in War, Partners in Peace
(Fourth Level)
This bronze sculpture shows the
alliance and friendship forged
between the Oneida Nation and
the United States during the
Revolutionary War. Oneida Chief
Oskanondohna, an Oneida woman
named Polly Cooper, and General
George Washington are depicted in
front of the white pine, known as the
tree of peace. To learn more about
the symbolism of the sculpture,
visit www.oneidanews.net/nmai.

Teachers and Parents:
Visit our website for more educational resources!
www.AmericanIndian.si.edu/education
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